Abstract: This paper is presenting a detailed comparison study for two different guidance strategies. The first strategy is concerning the difference angle between the desired heading or elevation referred to the next waypoint and the actual heading or elevation of the unmanned helicopter model. The second strategy is concerning the relative distance between the actual and the desired trajectories. In other words the first method is tracking the waypoints while the second one is tracking the trajectory. In this work a comparison study was conducted through the mentioned strategies simulation to show the significant differences in the output performance. Some performance indexes were presented to evaluate the system performance errors and the control effort needed for both strategies using the same desired trajectory and the same waypoints.
Guidance Approach

TTM Trajectory Tracking Method
This approach is concerning the relative distances such as the lateral and the vertical distances with respect to the desired trajectory current segment DTCS body axis Fig. 1 . In this method (in case of lateral control) inner and outer loops will be required, the inner loop will control the yaw rate and the outer loop will be fed by the lateral relative distance with respect to the desired trajectory current segment DTCS body axis while the feedback signal will represent the change in the heading as the absolute heading is not useful in this case. Both the inner and the out loop gains will be tuned by several trials after system integration. This approach leads to minimize the relative distances between the actual flight path and the desired trajectory.
WPTM Waypoint Tracking Method
This approach is concerning the relative heading and elevation with respect to waypoints Fig. 2 . Applying some vector analysis the required change in heading or elevation will be easily calculated, consequently they will be fed to the yaw rate inner loop after tuning the command input gain according to the performance criteria, [1] .
Fig. 1. Lateral Distances using Trajectory
Tracking Strategy
Fig. 2. Relative Heading using Waypoint Tracking Strategy
The following equations explain the transformation procedure starting from the actual flying model position with respect to fixed frame of reference to body coordinate of the DTCS with estimating a small initial conditions of (0.0001 for eg.) to avoid the singularities during simulation calculation 
System Performance
In the following figures Fig. 4 through Fig. 11 it is clear that the Trajectory Tracking Method TTM has a great and obvious impact in minimizing the relative distance between the actual flight path and the desired trajectory, the figures show that the flying model almost flying stick to the desired path when TTM is used while it tracks the waypoints only when WPTM is used regardless the relative distances between the actual and the desired path, thus increasing the relative distances (relative errors) when WPTM is used compared to the relative distances if TTM is used. Fig. 18 shows also a considerable fluctuation with large amplitude when TTM is used rather than when WPTM is used expressing a large control energy consumed during TTM due to the high number of attempts performed by the flying model to track each segment in the desired trajectory segments. Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show that TTM would have more endurance than the WPTM for the same range (or mission), consequently TTM would have less range than WPTM for a given amount of fuel. 
System Evaluation
The integral absolute relative distance in both (X, Y) directions (in DTCS body axis) was chosen to be the evaluation criteria (Performance Index PI) in this work as it is shown in figures Fig.4 through Fig. 11 . Figures Fig. 32 and Fig. 33 show that the Trajectory Tracking Method TTM has less (Performance Index PI) when it is compared with Waypoint Tracking Method WPTM though the (Performance Index PI) using WPTM is slightly less than when using TTM in Z direction (with respect to DTCS body axis). As the global performance index for both directions Y, Z (with respect to DTCS body axis) using TTM is much less when compared with the WPTM. On the other hand when applying the same performance index to both methods (TTM, WPTM) for yaw rate, yaw acceleration and yaw jerk, it is clear that the TTM energy consumption during the tracking maneuvers is much more than the energy consumed by the WPTM as it is shown in the following figures Fig. 34, Fig. 35 and Fig. 36 , [4, 5] . 
Conclusion
In this paper it is concluded that it is recommended to use TTM in case when the unmanned flying model is required to track a planned trajectory with less relative errors, while the WPTM is recommended when the precision in tracking a planned trajectory is not an objective. However the control energy consumed by TTM is obviously more than WPTM for the same planned trajectory (Flight Path), thus the control servos using TTM would require more batteries than they would require when using WPTM. The application of hybrid system that utilizes both methods advantage is strongly recommended in this case. Using both methods will allow applying TTM during loitering when the tracking precision is required, and applying WPTM when it is only required to pass the waypoints without tracking the flight path passing those waypoints (when covering distances only is required during flight).
